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THE BRAND PUBLISHING BOOT CAMP
A 45 DAY EXECUTIVE EDUCATION & ENABLEMENT
PROGRAM TO ACCELERATE THE TRANSFORMATION TO A
PUBLISHING MODEL
The Brand Publishing Institute has developed executive education and enablement programs and
maturity benchmark assessment tools designed to teach CMO’s - and their direct reports – the core
competencies, systems, skills, and processes they will need to build to successfully execute Brand
Publishing in a modern sales and marketing environment.
Our proprietary best practices and online education, engagement, and enablement tools will help your
management team quickly take action and lead the transformation of your marketing operations to a
publishing model by:
1.

Understanding 10 key points of control, leverage, and scale in the Brand Publishing process that
can reduce the cost and complexity of content operations;

2.

Transferring 55 specific Brand Publishing best practices to optimize the production,
management, distribution and optimization of content;

3.

Identifying how and where technology can create leverage and control in the Brand Publishing
process

4.

Benchmarking where your organization stands vs. these best practices and where the biggest
opportunities to improve lie.

5.

Engaging your team to build a consensus about top opportunities and an action plan to drive
top and bottom line growth by adoption Brand Publishing best practices

To help CMOs – and the executives they put in charge of content operations – become brand publishers,
the expert faculty of the Brand Publishing Institute has translated these best practices in developed a
series of executive education and enablement programs. Our programs are designed to help CMOs lead
the transformation of their marketing operations from a traditional model to a publishing model. They
include an integrated set of executive education, engagement and enablement tools to help organizations
quickly move from understanding, to consensus to transformation as quickly and efficiently as possible.
We offer your team:
•

A modular online curriculum to quickly teach your team the ten core competencies essential to
executing Brand Publishing in a large complex organization providing you a blueprint for
managing marketing content operations at Scale

•

Benchmark assessment tools to quickly assess where your organization stands against best-inclass brand publishers and identify their biggest opportunities to improve performance

•

Executive workshop and coaching services to engage the extended marketing team to build a
consensus business case, action plan and execution priorities to accelerate the transformation to a
brand publishing model.
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Our 45-Day Process Enabling Your Marketing Leadership Team

Determine your
transformation goals and
timetable for change. Our
process will make it easy to
clearly articulate your most
critical issues. We will help
you identify the cross
functional leaders who
should be leading the
transformation of your
organization. We will help
you define goals and
outcomes to shoot for.

Educate your content
operations, editorial, and
marketing leadership team
about by providing them
access to the CMO Brand
Publishing Bootcamp online
curriculum to understand the
ten core competencies and
transfer the 55 specific brand
publishing best practices to
help better manage content
operations at scale.

Have your entire team
conduct an online
assessment to benchmark
where your content
operations stand against the
Brand Publishing Maturity
Model and get a consensus
ranking of the top 10
opportunities to drive growth
at lower cost by adopting
Brand Publishing best
practices.

Conduct a Brand Publishing
Executive workshop with the
task force and operating
committee responsible for
reengineering your content
process to agree on the top
opportunities to optimize
content performance and
build a 90-180-day roadmap
for transforming content
operations.

………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Step One: Determine your transformation goals and timetable
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
1.

Prioritize which brand publishing core competencies best address your organizations most critical
issues:
•

Scalable models for content governance to control content quality, consistency, and compliance

•

Sustainable models for sourcing, producing, and assembling high quality and well-organized
content;

•

Content planning and editorial structures and audience intelligence structures to optimize
content performance;

•

Systems for targeting and distributing of content across marketing, sales enablement, and media
channel touch points

2. Identify the executives and first line managers responsible for leading the transformation to a
publishing model
•

Marketing leadership from across the major business unites

•

The owners of core digital marketing, social media, sales training and sales enablement programs

•

Functional leaders in marketing communications, segment marketing and demand generation
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•

Subject matter/thought leadership program leaders from products, R&D, support, and business
units

3. Agree on the transformation goals and outcomes to be achieved and the time frame:
•

Build a common understanding, language, and framework for “what good looks like”

•

Build a consensus of where your company stands vs. best in class and the top ways you can
improve

•

Agree on a roadmap for evolving content operations that includes the top actions to take and
sequencing

•

Establish steps, roles, systems and metrics/KPI to define, manage and optimize the enterprise
publishing process.

………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Step Two: The Brand Publishing Boot Camp Online Curriculum
…………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Educate your content operations, editorial, and marketing leadership team about by providing them
access to the CMO Brand Publishing Bootcamp online curriculum to understand the ten core
competencies and transfer the 55 specific brand publishing best practices to help better manage content
operations at scale. Team

Our 45 Day Process Enabling Your Marketing Leadership Team
Our Proprietary Online Education Platform
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………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Step Three: Benchmarking and Assess Your Opportunity
………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Over the past year, the faculty of the Brand Publishing Institute has engaged with hundreds of leading
marketers and subject-matter experts to understand the key points of control, leverage, and scale in the
publishing process that can accelerate growth and reduce the cost and complexity of content operations.
As an output of this extensive and ongoing research, our faculty has identified and benchmarked 55
specific best practices for optimizing the production, management, and distribution of marketing content
in a corporate marketing environment. The result is an online benchmark assessment tool designed to
help CMOs and their direct reports:
1.

Quickly assess where their organization stands against best-in-class brand publishers

2.

Identify their biggest opportunities to improve performance

3.

Prioritize the specific competencies, systems, skills, and processes they will need to build to
successfully execute brand publishing in a modern sales and marketing environment.

The assessment tool makes it easy for your management team to understand, structure, rank, and agree
upon the top short- and long-term actions your business needs to take to become a world-class brand
publisher.

………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Step Four: Conduct a Brand Publishing Executive Workshop
…………………………………………………………………………………………………….
As part of our executive education and enablement programs, the Brand Publishing Institute offers onsite executive workshops for marketing leaders and their extended teams. These workshops build on the
Brand Publishing Boot Camp online curriculum to focus participants the key capability gaps and top
consensus opportunities to reduce the cost and complexity of content operations and drive more top line
growth with effective marketing content
After your team has completed the online Brand Publishing Boot Camp curriculum and ranked
opportunities to improve, our expert faculty will craft and deliver four to eight hour on-site executive
workshop is designed to help CMOs and their extended teams our proprietary brand publishing
methodology for sustainably create the quality of marketing content they need to grow, while managing
the cost and complexity of content operations. Working in concert with the online curriculum, using a
mix of best-practices research workbooks, and online brand program, experts from the Brand Publishing
Institute will work with your team to understand and act upon the top opportunities to:


Reduce the cost and complexity of content operations



Define and reengineer publishing process



Optimize content effectiveness



Better and more sustainably fuel modern marketing and sales programs
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BRAND PUBLISHING BEST PRACTICES
Below is a summary of the 55 specific Brand Publishing best practices to help you optimize the
production, management, distribution and optimization of content and reduce the cost and complexity of
content operations. This Brand Publishing Maturity Model will help your team assess where your
organization stands vs. best in class Brand Publishers, as well achieve a consensus about where the
greatest opportunities for improvement lie.
BEST PRACTICE

MATURITY

CONTENT PLANNING BEST PRACTICES
1

Establish an editorial calendar and
agenda for the business

Establish an editorial calendar to support the planning,
sourcing and scheduling of strategic content assets across
the enterprise

Low

2

Systematize content planning and
collaboration with editorial calendar
tools

Automate the creation, planning and management of the
editorial agenda using content marketing platforms and
modularized content processes (bundles and briefs)

Low

3

Assign an Editor in Chief to own
content

Assign a single person or team to establish, own and define
the editorial agenda across the enterprise, reporting to the
CMO activating in a publisher capacity

Low

4

Establish a cross functional editorial
board

Establish an editorial board of key cross functional
stakeholders from inside and outside the organization to
establish content direction

Low

5

Partner subject matter experts with
writers

Partners internal SME with dedicated writing resources to
create leverage, consistency and storytelling skills

Medium

6

Assign editors to core elements of
the editorial agenda

Assign editors (or content strategists) to cover strategic
content areas, including validation content, segment content,
or thought leadership - vet, approve, manage content
contributors within (SBU) and outside (contributor network
management) the enterprise

Medium

7

Optimize content planning with a
data-driven content strategy and
editorial inputs

Optimize content planning by incorporating data-driven tools:
social listening, audience intelligence, and predictive topic
modelling into the editorial and topic modeling process

Medium

8

Systematize content audits and
alignment

Ensure the alignment and relevance and context of content
by streamlining and automating content audits and coverage
analysis, heat maps

Medium

9

Build internal and external
contributor networks

Extend editorial and content creation capacity through
distributed authorship by building and managing contributor
networks

Medium

10

Integrate more content contributors
into the marketing organization

Exert more marketing control and oversight over key content
producers from product, communications, training and
services

Medium
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CONTENT SOURCING BEST PRACTICES
1

Adopt and enable hybrid models for
content sourcing

Adopt and enable hybrid models for sourcing content from
multiple internal and external sources and
platforms/marketplaces

Low

2

Establish co-production
partnerships with media, academic
and production partners

Establish co-production partnerships to enhance thought
leadership, access, credibility or entertainment value

Low

3

Streamline content production with
collaboration tools and incentives

Facilitate teamwork and collaboration among many different
stakeholders in the content production process across
organizational siloes

Low

4

Recast the role of agency partners
in the content supply chain

Recast the role of agencies from advertising to content
creation by changing skills, role, deliverables, criteria, and
incentives (separation of advertising and editorial)

Low

5

Centralize and functionalize content
sourcing

Put somebody in charge of content sourcing across the
enterprise including assignment desk, sourcing standards,
and performance

Medium

6

Create dedicated content producer
roles

Establish full time content creation roles within marketing to
direct, support and produce content and deepen journalism
skills

Medium

7

Systematize content sourcing with
workflow tools

Streamline content production workflow with content
marketing platforms that systematize the assignment,
management & tracking of content "briefs"

Medium

8

Start incorporating user-generated
models for content creation

Start to incorporate user generated content into the supply
chain, including customers, brand advocates, partners, and
influencers

High

CONTENT TARGETING BEST PRACTICES
1

Systematize targeting by enforcing
a universal targeting taxonomy

Establish and enforce a universal content targeting taxonomy
that targets all content by personal, process stage and pain
point (interest)

Low

2

Systematize the delivery of
personalized experiences with
Journey Mapping Tools

Leverage technology to manage the client experience across
many touchpoints using journey mapping/journey builder
tools

Medium

3

Build universal targeting profiles
across touch points and channels

Establish a common targeting profile to capture data and
direct the tagging and targeting of content across many digital
customer touch points

High

4

Systematize real time content
recommendations

Enable dynamic content management systems that adapt
content on the fly within digital marketing channels

High
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CONTENT GOVERNANCE BEST PRACTICES
1

Systematize the content approval
process

Streamline and automate marketing approvals using brand
check lists, controls and hierarchies in content marketing
solutions (parent child)

Low

2

Employ content quality control
solutions

Automate content quality control and auditing with content
QA solutions at the front, middle and back of the publishing
process

Medium

3

Streamline and automate the
compliance process

Streamline and automate compliance approvals using
content marketing platforms and modularized content
processes

Medium

4

Establish a central content catalog
to gain more control over content
operations

Create a single unified view of content as a control point for
targeting, managing and distributing content across channels

High

5

Establish a "Federated Governance
Model

Establish a "Federated Governance Model" to extend more
control across complex organizations

High

CONTENT ASSEMBLY BEST PRACTICES
1

Systematize content packaging
across devices & channels

Systematize content assembly and packaging with solutions
that automatically format content for different device types
and channels

Medium

2

Simplify content assembly with
"drag and drop" tools

Simplify content assembly by deploying drag and drop
content blocks and "channel ready" templates in digital and
media channels

Medium

3

Automate the assembly of digital
sales and marketing assets

Systematize content assembly by automating the assembly
of digital marketing and sales and service document assets

High

4

Plan content for easy assembly and
distribution

Plan content in the form of useful “elements” that can be
more easily consume and personalized in mobile, digital and
social channels

High

5

Apply the principle of "mass
customization" to the planning,
targeting, creation and assembly of
marketing content

Using software, structure, and coding and the principles of
"intelligent content" to create highly reusable content
elements that can be automatically assembled, personalized
and distributed

High
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CONTENT DISTRIBUTION BEST PRACTICES
1

Systematize content distribution in
earned social and digital media
channels

Facilitate automatic (one touch) content distribution in social
and earned media channels using content marketing
platforms, Social relationship management solutions

Medium

2

Deliver marketing content to sales
and service employees via CRM
platforms

Streamline the delivery of marketing content to sales and
service employees with packaged integration and
partnerships with CRM platforms

Medium

3

Automate content distribution
across owned digital marketing
channels

Automate content distribution and cross-channel
orchestration solutions & packaged integration to many sales,
marketing and media channels (schedule, target, distribute)

Medium

4

Deploy sales enablement solutions
to assemble and deliver prescriptive
content in sales and service
channels

Sales enablement solutions to make prescriptive content
(next best content) recommendations, execute sales plays
and assemble relevant content in sales and service channels

Medium

5

Create a channel management
function

To direct the orchestration, timing, delivery and performance
of content across many sales, marketing and media touch
points

High

6

Systematize content targeting and
distribution in paid media channels

Facilitate automatic (one touch) content distribution in native
media and ad networks using content marketing platforms or
Web CMS solutions

High

7

Systematize content targeting and
distribution in e-commerce
channels

Automate and streamline the targeting, personalization and
distribution of marketing content and offers in e-commerce
channels using MAPS or Web CMS solutions

High

8

Integrate solutions to streamline
multi-channel content distribution
across sales and marketing
channels

Automate content distribution with multi-channel orchestration
solutions & packaged integration to many sales, marketing
and media channels using MAPS solutions or Web CMS

High

CONTENT MEASUREMENT BEST PRACTICES
1

Measuring content consumption,
usefulness, and response to
understand what is working

Create content producer incentives based on content quality,
context, impact consumption, and usefulness to optimize
content effectiveness

Low

2

Tracking of “Meta data” about the
content you are tracking to
understand why content is effective

Collect META data about content - source, format, semantics
- to identify the key drivers of measurable sales outcomes

Medium

3

Establishing management
measures and reporting of the
economics of content operations

Assemble data from a mix of systems to create an executive
dashboard measuring the impact & effectiveness of content
operations

High
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CONTENT ARCHITECTURE BEST PRACTICES

1

Architecting content for consistency
and relevance

Define a content architecture that creates "connective tissue"
between brand and value messages and sales conversations
are relevant and achieve better harmony between editorial
agenda and tactical asset creation targeting via plays,
templates and themes

2

Structuring content of differentiate
your value story

"Create a content architecture that structures core message
and themes, differentiates the client experience, and aligns
with/reinforce sales force skills and training.

Medium

3

Architecting content to maximize
leverage and reuse

Structure content using targeting taxonomy, meta tags, and
asset templates, wireframes, and playbooks to better
facilitate reuse and assembly using content wireframes,
playbooks, templates and themes

Medium

Medium

PUBLISHING SYSTEMS BEST PRACTICES

1

Assigning an individual to take
ownership of the end-to-end
publishing process across the
enterprise.

Assign an individual reporting to the CMO to define and own
the end-to-end enterprise publishing process

Low

2

Establishing common goals and
incentives for all of the stakeholders
in the publishing process

Educate and incentivizes all stakeholders the content supply
about the collective goals, outputs and KPI of the process

Medium

3

Define, clarify and communicate the
roles of all the stakeholders in the
publishing process

Train all stakeholders the content supply chain about the
publishing process, their role in it and the collective
outcomes, KPI

Medium

4

Reengineer the enterprise
publishing process

Reengineer content operations to streamline the planning,
sourcing, management, targeting, distribution and
measurement

Medium

5

Partner with publishing platform
providers to define a publishing
technology roadmap

Partner with an enterprise publishing platform provider to
establish a roadmap for an end-to-end publishing technology
ecosystem

High

6

Integrate an end-to-end technology
ecosystem to support the enterprise
publishing process

Work with an integrator to assemble and end-to-end
publishing technology infrastructure to support content
operations at scale

High
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PUBLISHING SKILLS BEST PRACTICES
1

Hire talent from the publishing
industry to add key journalism skills

Hire managers from the publishing industry to acquire
journalism, editorial management, writing, and storytelling
skills to the enterprise

Low

2

Developing new skills in value
messaging, collaboration and digital
marketing

Train all stakeholders and contributors in the content supply
chain in storytelling, journalism and writing skills

Low

3

Establishing a Publishing Center of
Excellence within corporate

Establish a COE to develop competencies and train
internal/external stakeholders on publishing process,
journalism, standards & systems
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PROGRAM PACKAGES
We offer a variety of executive education and enablement packages tailored to your
team size, timeframe, and objectives.

Education

Brand Publishing Executive Education and Enablement Packages
Bronze Package

Silver Package

Gold Package

Learning materials and
text books

One report per participant

One report per
participant

One report per
participant

Online Brand Publishing
Boot Camp curriculum

One seat per participant

One seat per participant

One seat per participant

Ongoing Best Practices
Updates

Monthly program updates

Monthly program
updates

Monthly program
updates
Dedicated faculty
resource to team

Ongoing Faculty Coaching
Executive briefing and goal
setting session

Executive briefing and
goal setting session

Executive briefing and
goal setting session

Onboarding

Participant onboarding,
adoption and support

Participant onboarding,
adoption and support

Participant onboarding,
adoption and support

Web-based team
instruction series

Webinar based classes
Eight hour on-site
executive workshop

Eight hour on-site
executive workshop

Engagement

Executive briefing

Enablement

Face-to-face onsite
executive workshop

Business case for change

Management reporting Ranking the top
opportunities to improve

Management reporting Ranking the top
opportunities to improve

Management reporting Ranking the top
opportunities to improve

Benchmark maturity
assessment

Management reporting company benchmark
analysis

Management reporting company benchmark
analysis

Management reporting company benchmark
analysis

Content audit and
alignment analysis

Company wide-content
analysis

Strategic roadmap
recommendations

Roadmap
recommendation and
six-month action plan
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ABOUT THE BRAND PUBLISHING INSTITUTE
THE BRAND PUBLISHING INSTITUTE HELPS MARKETING
EXECUTIVES DRIVE PROFITABLE GROWTH BY OPTIMIZING
THE PRODUCTION, MANAGEMENT, AND DISTRIBUTION OF
MARKETING CONTENT AT SCALE
With competencies is publishing and media, digital transformation, and modern sales, marketing and
communications best practices, the Brand Publishing Institute is uniquely qualified to help marketing
executives lead the transformation of their organizations from an advertising to a Brand Publishing model.
Our team Includes leaders from the institutions at the forefront of the emerging discipline of Brand
Publishing. Our executive education, engagement, and enablement programs are grounded in best
practices research and are grounded in the time-tested success and insights from years of publishing,
digital marketing, go-to-market innovation, digital transformation and change management experience.
The Brand Publishing Institute offers proprietary methodologies and a strategic roadmap for enabling your
organization with the skills, processes, and systems to generate highly effective marketing content at
scale and better support modern marketing.

CONTACT US

21 Charles Street
Westport, CT 06880
(203) 227-6020
www.brandpublishinginstitute.com

